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Correction to: Nature Communications https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-019-12163-z, published online 8 October 2019.

This Article contained errors in Figs. 4i and 5a, for which the authors apologise. The lanes labelled ARNT (lower row) in Fig. 4i and
HIF1alpha in Fig. 5a were not from the membranes used to probe for the other proteins shown in each panel. These have now been
replaced with the correct rows from the same membranes. These errors were reproduced in the source data file that contains the
uncropped membranes. The errors did not affect the conclusions of the manuscript. They have now been corrected both the PDF and
HTML versions of the Article, and the Source Data file has been amended to include the correct images of the respective uncropped
membranes.
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